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Abstract- Coastal surface currents measured remotely by high As HF radar has become a more common tool for coastal
frequency (BY) radar are compared with those from in situ ocean observation, a number of studies have been conducted
acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCP) deployed in both . '
Eulerian and Lagrangian configurations. Two 25 NMz CODAR mtoompare intsuberts withthoseof moreconventional
SeaSondes(®, located at Cape May, NJ and Cape Henlopen, DE, methods and instruments such as current meters, Lagrangian
continuously measure surface currents at the Delaware Bay drifters, and ADCPs [2]. Results have generally indicated a
mouth. The radars measure surface current hourly with a spatial good agreement in measurement of current vectors between
resolution of approximately 1.5 km using ideal antenna patterns. radar and more conventional instruments with radars usually
Surface currents in this area are dominated by strong semi- . . . . 3
diurnal tidal exchange between the Delaware Bay and Atlantic ndicating higher current magnitudes [3], [4], [5], [6].
Ocean, which can reach velocities of 190 cm/s. An upward Many of the comparisons between HF radar and ADCPs are
looking 600 KHz ADCP with a vertical resolution of 0.5 m was based on data collected by ADCPs deployed in a Eulerian
deployed on a seafloor frame 1.5 km east of Cape Henlopen configuration in shelf environments with relatively quiescent
within the radar footprint for 38 days. A downward looking 600 hydrodynamics (e.g. [3], [4], [5], [7]). Here we present a
KHz ADCP with a vertical resolution of 1 m was mounted on a
research vessel and operated continuously along a transect within comprouhnviofmrd andoiaD ed currentveoc tor in
the radar footprint for 41 hours. Velocities from the uppermost bay mouth environment dominated by high velocity (up to 190
complete bin of the seafloor mounted ADCP are compared with cm/s) semi-diurnal tidal exchange as well as periodic high
the nearest radar measurement. Velocities from the shallowest energy wave events including a major extra tropical weather
bin of the ship mounted ADCP are compared with the nearest system that passed over the region during data collection.
radar measurement in both time and space. No interpolation was . .
done. Regression analysis indicates correlation coefficients (R) Additionaly w e ompar the relonship bewenradar
between the radar and ADCPs of 0.8 to 0.9 for current observations and those of an ADCP deployed in a Lagrangian
magnitude and 0.7 to 0.8 for current direction. Complex configurations on a research vessel, collecting vector
correlation analysis yields correlation coefficients greater than measurements across a spatially diverse area of radar coverage
0.9 with the ADCP observations veering clockwise from the thorough time.
radar observations by 0.3 to 0.60. The root mean square (RJUS)
difference of magnitudes indicates that radar measurements of
surface current magnitude are 19.4% greater than those made by II. METHODS
the moored ADCP and 8.2% less than those made by the ship
ADCP. The University of Delaware College of Marine and Earth

Studies operates a HF radar system at the mouth of the
I. INTRODUCTION Delaware Bay as part of the Delaware Bay Observing System.

HF radar, when deployed along a coastline, can be used to Two 25 MHz CODAR SeaSonde® radars are located at Cape
observe current vectors across an area of the adjacent ocean May, New Jersey and Cape Henlopen, Delaware on either side
surface in real time [1]. The instrument transmits high- of the bay mouth (Fig. 1). The radars measure surface currents
frequency vertically polarized radio waves at a high frequency, hourly with a spatial resolution of 1.5 km using ideal antenna
from multiple antennas, across the ocean surface. A portion of patterns. The radar antennas have a baseline separation of
the transmitted signal is reflected by the ocean surface through 15.32 km producing a coincident radar footprint with 594
the process of Bragg scattering. The radar records the reflected measurement cells that extends approximately 27 km offshore.
signal and calculates the Doppler shift associated with the The radar system has been in continuous operation since
scattering. The resulting value indicates the magnitude of December of 2006.
surface velocity along a radial path to the antenna. Values A RD Instruments 600 Khz ADCP was deployed on a

from multiple antennas with overlapping footprints can be seafloor frame within the HF radar footprint for 38 days in
used to resolve two-dimensional current veloc.itiethroughout October and November of 2007. The instrument was installed
the radar field [1], [2]. in an upward looking orientation in 9.1 meters of water 1.5km

east of Herring Point, Delaware (38.7696 N, -75.0648 W)(Fig.
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391 III. RESULTS

DeXiWare 84V A. MooredADCP
Time series plots comparing the vector components of the

39- currents measured by the moored ADCP and HF radar are
+F t :+10 + -+t + +4= -t+:X f presented in Fig. 2. The time series plots show a sub set of the
.......... + r t+ itotaldeployment record, while the scatter plots show results

38.9+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + from the entire period of mooring deployment. The time series
+ + + + + ;+ +t + + +;+ ++.......plot suggests a strong qualitative correlation between the
4,+t +t +4-++t it +++t +t + + + + + +t+ +< t t + ....... .............t t ;lt ttADCP and radar for both the U and V components of current

+ + + + + + l+ v+ + + + ;+ + +++;
+ 4+ + + + t+ t+ + +t+ + t+ t tvector. Quantitatively, linear regression analysis of the total

. + + +S*V* + ++*;**++++00*V*+++|data set yields a correlation coefficient of 0.89 for U values
F ++t t ++4_+tt+4}tt+ 4+ tt+ t tDEF At .............. X t tand 0.92 for V values. The RMS magnitude difference for

t 8+ + + +
t + +;+ t + + + Tt + t + each vector component indicates that the radar measurements

387 + t+ t T T T ++ Ti f+ + + + tr
. . ......... of magnitude are greater than those of the ADCP by 6.1 cm/s

4t< d4 ......+ +t++ ;14
;t i , t+ + + ;r1++ + + + + 1 + + (16.2%) in the U direction and 10.3 cm/s (21.3%) in the V

i + + + t t+ + + + direction.
Atlantic Ocean A time series plot comparing a sub set of HF radar and

IE l , , moored ADCP measurements of total current velocity as well
-75.2 75.1 75 74.9 74.8 74.7 -74.6 as a scatter plot of all data from the deployment is presented in

Figure 1. Map of study area including HF radar coverage grid, radar Fig. 3. The time series plot suggests a strong correlation
antennas (diamonds), moored ADCP location (circle) and survey ship track
(solid line)

100
1). The instrument was configured to profile currents with a
vertical resolution (bin size) of 0.5 meters and a sampling . 50 1 1 A

frequency of 5 minutes. The topmost reliable bin of ADCP / J
data was determined by assessing the quality of the recorded 0
magnitude and direction data in a given bin relative to the next D - ?
adjacent lower bin. The first complete bin below water level at
a depth of 1 meter displayed good agreement with lower bins -100
and was free of erratic noise. The two-dimensional current 300 320 340 360 380 400
vectors recorded in this bin were compared with those Tirne (hours)
recorded by the HF radar at the nearest cell, which was at a 100
distance of 368 meters. ADCP data from the mooring was

50Atemporally averaged across every hour of deployment to f

match the sample resolution of the HF radar system. oQ
A RD Instruments 600 Khz ADCP was deployed on the&is

research vessel Hugh R. Sharp for 41.2 hours on November > -50
27-29, 2007. The instrument was installed on the vessels keel, V V X
2.9 meters below water level, in a downward looking -100
orientation. The instrument was configured to profile currents 300 320 340 360 380 400
with a vertical resolution (bin size) of 1 meter and a sampling Time (hours)
frequency of 2 minutes. The ADCP has a blanking distance of 100 + 100
2.1 meters resulting in a depth of 5 meters for the first bin E E 50
below the instrument. The two-dimensional current vectors (
recorded in this bin were compared with those recorded by the 0 L

HF radar at the nearest cell at the time of sampling. The mean 0 | 50,
distance between the ship ADCP and the nearest radar cell for r. -50 4. -ioo
all samples is 556 meters. For the duration of the deployment L.
the ship made repeated transects across the mouth of the -100 ° l00 - 100 0 100
Delaware Bay within the radar footprint (Fig. 1), through A-0 P U ( 1m00) AD- P v
multiple tidal cycles. ADCP data from the ship was temporally
averaged across every hour of deployment to match the Figure 2. Time series of the U and V component magnitudes for a moored
sample resolution of the H-IF radar system. ADCP (solid line) and a HF radar (dashed line). Below the time series are

scatter plots for each.
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1 50 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Figure4. Time series of the current direction recorded by a moored ADCP

S / ~~~~~~~(solidline) and a HF radar (dashed line).

Z | 00t+ + + + / ~~~~~~~~~presented in Fig. 4. The time series as well as the scatter plots
O +t -++ t / ~~~~~~~~~~representthe full record of data collection. The time series
> + + --. + / ~~~~~~~~~plotsuggests a strong qualitative correlation between the
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Figure 3. Time series of the current velocity recorded by a moored ADCP 0 4
v

s

(solid line) and a HF radar (dashed line). Below the time series is a scalier l a , H ,
plot ofthe data. -1000 1 04. Th 40

Time (hours)
between ADCP and radar measurements of current velocity. 100
Linear regression analysis of all velocity data from the r i i s

deployment yields a correlation coefficient of 0.81. The RMS 50- Aa so q
magnitude difference for each time series indicates that that 4 L| / / / \j
the radar measurements of current velocity are 11.8 cm/s CP / A t
(19.4%) greater than those of+the ADCP. -50- @ a s o t ds
A time series plot comparing a sub set of HF radar and fo V

moored ADCP observations of current direction is presented - 00lo -10 20 30 40
in Fig. 4. This figure suggests a strong correlation between the Time (hours)
ADCP and radar measurements of current direction. The 100 100
derived primary axis of the current vector field is 31m0.9 for 0 /
the moored ADCP and 310.7° for the HF radar representing a v 0 < ,,5

+ 50~~~~~~~~~~~~~

L-OL

ADCP observations veering 0.3° clockwise from those of the I l _ _ __ _ ______I_____0
HF radar. -100 0 100 -100 0 100

ADOF Ul (cmCi) ADVP V (crnn)
B. Ship ADCP Figure 5. Time series of the U and V component magnitudes for a ship ADCP
Time series plots comparing the vector components of the (solid line) and a HF radar (dashed line). Below the time series are scatter plots

currents measured by the ship ADCP and HF radar are for each.
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E
IV. DiscusSION

0 100 +Overall the results indicate a strong correlation between HF

+ ~~~~~~radarand ADCP measurements of surface current velocity and
50 + + ++ ~ direction. Correlations between the moored ADCP and radarC v+ +O +2t ~~ ~~~~+observations agree well with those of other investigators who

+ + have conducted similar experiments in less dynamic shelf
5 0 't 0 . environments [3], [4], [5], [7]. This suggest an increased level

0 / + + of hydrodynamic energy including high velocity tidal
L + + exchange does not degrade the quality of the correlation
LL ± + between ADCP and radar observations of surface currents.

+r The RMS magnitude difference for current vectors indicates
b00A; B 150that that the HF radar measurements of current velocity are

11.8 cm/s (19.4%) greater than those of the moored ADCP.
Ship ADCP C VrrbhtVelocty (crn/) This is consistent with the results of other investigators who

Figure 6. Time series of the current velocity recorded by a ship ADCP have found radar measurements of surface current magnitude
(solid line) and a HF radar (dashed line). Below the time series is a scatter
plot of the data. to be generally greater than those of a moored ADCP [3], [4],

[5], [6]. This difference has generally been attributed to
in the U direction and 4.9 cm/s (11.2%) in the V direction. instrumental error [2] and natural variability in space and time
A time series and scatter plot comparing HF radar and ship between radar and ADCP samples induced by processes

ADCP measurements of total current velocity is presented in including stokes drift, Ekman transport, and baroclinic current
Fig. 6. The time series plot suggests a strong correlation movement [3]. Further investigation is necessary to isolate and
between Lagrangian ADCP and radar measurements of quantify the source(s) of current magnitude error in this
current velocity. Linear regression analysis of the collected experiment.
velocity data yields a correlation coefficient of 0.93. The RMS The RMS magnitude difference for current vectors indicates
magnitude difference for each time series indicate that the HF that that the HF radar measurements of current velocity are 4.9
radar observations of current velocity are 4.9 cm/s (8.2%) less cm/s (8.2%) less than those of the moored ADCP. Other
than those of the ship ADCP. investigators have observed differences in radar and ADCP
A time series plot comparing HF radar and ship ADCP measured current velocity of a similar magnitude [6]. The

observations of current direction is presented in Fig. 7. This vertical separation of the radar ADCP sample was particularly
figure indicates a strong correlation between the ADCP and large (5 m) implying that the observed variation might, at least
radar measurements of current direction. The primary axis of in part, be a result of natural vertical variability in the water
the current vector field is 315.8° for the moored ADCP and column. However, sources of natural variability listed above,
317.90 for the HF radar representing a clockwise veering of do not generally result in consistently higher water velocities
2.1 °.This result shows moderate agreement in magnitude with at a depth than at the surface on this scale of observation.
complex correlation analysis (after Kundu [8]) which indicates Complex correlation applied to the ADCP and HF radar
a complex correlation coefficient of 0.98 with the ADCP time series indicates a high level of correlation (>0.91) and a
observations veering 0.6° clockwise from those of the HF very small veering angle (0.3°-0.6°), which is well within the
radar. bounds of instrumental error. These results are consistent with,
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